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Preface

GTW Associates welcomes the opportunity to reply to the FTC’s Request for
Comments and Announcement of Workshop on Standards-setting regarding “patent hold
up” in connection with standardization efforts.
GTW Associatesi is an International Standards and Trade policy Consultancy. GTW
Associates has direct experience in the questions FTC has raised in its Request for
Comments. GTW Associates’ clients comprise governments; standards developers;
law firms and corporations active in standards setting.
GTW Associates President George T. Willingmyreii participates in many national and
global intellectual property and standards policy activities. GTW Associates monitors
the intellectual property right policies and guidelines of global standards organizations
and maintains an on line database with links to these policesiii. President Willingmyre
advises law firms and companies relative to litigation involving patent policies and
procedures in standards setting.
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Executive Summary
GTW Associates

divides its comments into two parts:

Part I Characteristics of the Standards system and
intellectual property rights practice in areas of concern raised
by FTC
There is a new question how frequent are ex ante disclosures in practice.
Recommendations addressing and perhaps making more rigorous patent
policies within standards setting organizations have little impact on third party
owners of essential patents since they are not part of the standard organization in
the first place.
There will be several negative outcomes within the voluntary standards
community of perceived pressure on standards organizations to adopt mandatory
ex ante disclosure of terms and conditions for maximum royalties for essential
patents.
Rarely is a single essential patent subject of a license between a patent owner
and licensee … or is a particular term in a license such as “royalty” more
important than some other term such as reciprocity or cross licensing.
The reasonable and non discriminatory assurance (RAND) promise the holder of
an essential patent makes to comply with the requirement of the patent policy of
many standards developers is ambiguous and intentionally so. It is that
flexibility that is its strength.
Ex ante auction models attempting to assign fair values to the contributions of
intellectual property compared to values attributable to the standard itself do not
produce the right outcomes from a social welfare point of view.

Observations on the 2007 A G E N C Y P O L I C Y CONCLUSIONS ABOUT
ANTITRUST CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH EX ANTE LICENSING
NEGOTIATIONS
Agencies will evaluate joint ex ante
Standards organizations take great
activity to establish licensing terms
care creating and following
under the rule of reason
procedures to minimize the prospect of
ANY litigation. Litigation can be of
private or government origin. Litigation
is an expensive and undesirable
activity for a standards organization
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First, an IP holder’s voluntary and
unilateral disclosure of its licensing
terms, including its royalty rate, is not a
collective act subject to review under
section 1 of the Sherman Act. Further, a
unilateral announcement of a price
before “selling” the technology to the
standard setting body (without more)
cannot be exclusionary conduct and
therefore cannot violate section 2

If a standards organization’s activity to
establish licensing terms is being
evaluated AT ALL by anyone capable of
suing the organization it is only a
matter of degree of problem whether
the analysis be by rule of reason or by
per se.
Participants in ANSI accredited
standards setting have long had the
option described in sentence one
outside of the formal standards
process.
They have also had the opportunity to
make a declaration consistent with
the patent policy and procedures of the
standards developer in which they are
participating.
Further they can make whatever
voluntary and unilateral disclosure
they want outside of that standards
process of specific licensing terms.

Second, bilateral ex ante negotiations
about licensing terms that take place
between an individual SSO member and

However disclosures WITHIN the
standards context are more rare. An
example of such a voluntary
disclosure of terms and conditions
including a royalty WITHIN the
standards development context is the
letter of Assurance requesting a 5%
royalty made by Visible Assets Inc. on
September 20, 2008iv IEEE requested
a business review letter from the
Antitrust Division expressing its
enforcement intentions regarding its
proposed patent policy v that would
give holders of patents essential to
IEEE standards the option of publicly
committing to the most restrictive
licensing terms they would offer vi It is
noteworthy that the Visible Assets Inc .
LOA in 2008 is the single such
voluntary disclosure of a specific
royalty term through 2011 following
adoption of the IEEE policy allowing
such voluntary disclosures in 2007.
This is the “normal process when
there is an essential patent in an ANSI
accredited standards setting. That is
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an individual intellectual property
holder (without more) outside the
auspices of the SSO also are unlikely to
require any special antitrust scrutiny
because IP rights holders are merely
negotiating terms with individual
buyers.112

negotiations are bilateral and are
conducted outside the standards
organization. This is the same process
that would apply ex post..

Third, per se condemnation is not
warranted for joint SSO activities that
mitigate hold up and that take place
before deciding which technology to
include in a standard… Such joint
activities could take various forms,
including joint ex ante licensing
negotiations or an SSO rule that
requires intellectual property holders to
announce their intended (or
maximum)114 licensing terms for
technologies being considered for
adoption in a standard. The Department
recently analyzed an SSO’s proposal to
require member firms to disclose their
intended most restrictive licensing
terms for patents essential to a
standard. Pursuant to the rule of
reason, the Department concluded that
it would not take enforcement action if
the policy were adopted because the
policy preserved competition between
technologies during the standardsetting process.115

It is not common that standards
developers allow “buyers” (members
of the SSO who are potential licensees
of the standard) to negotiate terms with
the “sellers” ( rival IP holders) One
reason is because the practical world
does not work the way these words
anticipate it might. There are members
of a standards developing organization
but these are not typically licensees of
the “standard.” They are potential
licensees of a patent holder. It is the
rare case when there are rival
competing IP holders. A more likely
situation to occur would be when a
group of buyers is unhappy with a
proposed offer of a maximum royalty
rate that may have been made by an
owner of an essential patent.

The Agencies do not suggest that SSOs
are required to sponsor such
discussions [ex ante licensing] during
the standard-setting process …

The SSO mentioned in the Agencies’
description to the left described such a
situation. The SSO had requested and
received a business review letter of its
proposed policy to require patent
holders to disclose their intended most
restrictive licensing terms for patents
essential to a standardvii. An objection
to certain terms of a proposed contract
had been raised and after SDO staff
discussion with the submitter and a
mutual finding the provisions might be
determined as "unfair, unreasonable,
and discriminatory" the patent holder
reconsidered, and submitted a revised
sample contract without the offending
provisionsviii
It is IMPORTANT that the Agencies do
not suggest that standards
organizations are required to sponsor
such [ex ante] discussions during the
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The Agencies take no position as to
whether SSOs should engage in joint ex
ante discussion of licensing terms

standard-setting process. The agencies
must remain agnostic so as to allow the
diversity of the US standards system to
continue to contribute to the
international competitiveness of the
United States in the global economy

Clarity and transparency of patent policies, procedures and the operations there
of mitigates problems due to misunderstandings of the expectations of the
policies and procedures.

Part II International trade concerns may arise when foreign
officials take notice of FTC actions in this regard.
FTC activities about hold up in standards setting in the US will have trade
implications by influencing the thinking of competition, trade, standards,
commerce and procurement officials in many foreign economies competitive to
US producers.
FTC should Anticipate Foreign Use of FTC reports and decisions from this Project
No. P11-1204 to the global competitive advantage of foreign countries and
should mitigate against this risk through close interagency coordination with
trade agencies
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Part I Characteristics of the Standards system and
intellectual property rights practice in areas of concern raised
by FTC
FTC raised many specific questions in its notice of May 18 Request for Comments and
Announcement of Workshop on Standard-Setting Issuesix
In Part I GTW Associates focuses on:
Ex Ante Disclosure and/or Negotiation of Licensing Terms
The RAND Licensing Commitment
Clarity and transparency of patent policies, procedures and the operations there of
mitigates problems due to misunderstandings of expectations.

There is a new question how frequent are ex ante disclosures in practice.
Anne Layne-Farrar in a presentation at the EURAS conference Spring 2010 IS EX
ANTE THE NORM? AN EMPIRICAL LOOK AT IPR DISCLOSURE TIMING WITHIN
STANDARD SETTINGx concludes that most participants in ETSI standards setting
formally disclose their potentially relevant IPRs ex post:
… In this paper, I have empirically examined the timing of IPR disclosures within
standard setting, namely those developed at ETSI. I find, contrary to the implicit
assumption underlying the patent ambush debate, that most participants officially
disclose their potentially relevant IPRs ex post, sometimes significantly so. In
fact, while the most common (modal) delay tends to be around half a year, a
significant number of declarations are made years after the publication of the
component of the standard for which the patents are identified as being
potentially essential. Furthermore, this pattern of ex post official disclosure holds
for all SSO members, not just a few “bad actors”. These findings imply that the
IPR disclosure norm is indeed ex post.
… Taking all of the results into account, I conclude that while ex post formal IPR
disclosure may be a necessary condition (and even this is questionable given
the other means available to learn of firms’ IPR), it is not a sufficient condition. It
is likely that ambush is possible only under particular circumstances, such as
where SSO members have no window into their fellow members’ R&D and
patenting efforts outside of formal disclosure and where patent holders are not
repeat players in the industryxi

Excerpted from IS EX ANTE THE NORM? AN EMPIRICAL LOOK AT IPR DISCLOSURE
TIMING WITHIN STANDARD SETTINGxii
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Layne-Farrar makes an important conclusion that the fact of ex post disclosures does
not in itself map to the fact of “patent ambush” nor does it equate to evidence of
deception on the part of the ex post disclosers. She further concludes that the six
month time frame ex post may yet be in the “time frame” when implementers have not
yet made irreversible investments and thus even ex post disclosures may not be before
“lock – in” has occurred in the marketplace.
Layne-Farrar’s research findings merit her final conclusion: “This should be
investigated further” with review of the timing of disclosures at other SDOs.

Conclusion Slide Excerpted from IS EX ANTE THE NORM? AN EMPIRICAL LOOK
AT IPR DISCLOSURE TIMING WITHIN STANDARD SETTINGxiii
The norm is ex post, not ex ante
�The Pattern holds across standards, across firms
�But delay in disclosure is shrinking over time
Results have clear implications for policymakers
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�Finding that a member disclosed relevant IPR ex post is not enough to
establish patent ambush
�More is needed, such as evidence of deception
The real question is when could lock-in occur?
�Modal delay of 6 months may still be ex ante in relation to implementer
irreversible investments
�This should be investigated further

Recommendations addressing and perhaps making more rigorous patent
policies within standards setting organizations have little impact on third party
owners of essential patents since they are not part of the standard organization in
the first place.
For example the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation CSIROxiv did not participate in the IEEE standards work leading to the WiFi standards it maintains infringe CSIRO patents. According to a news report CSIRO to
reap 'lazy billion' from world's biggest tech companies June 10, 2010:xv

Australia's peak science body stands to reap more than $1 billion from its
lucrative Wi-Fi patent after already netting about $250 million from the world's
biggest technology companies, an intellectual property lawyer says.
The CSIRO has spent years battling 14 technology giants including Dell, HP,
Microsoft, Intel, Nintendo and Toshiba for royalties and made a major
breakthrough in April last year when the companies opted to avoid a jury hearing
and settle for an estimated $250 million.
Now, the organisation is bringing the fight to the top three US mobile carriers in a
new suit targeting Verizon Wireless, AT&T and T-Mobile. It argues they have
been selling devices that infringe its patents.
CSIRO, which is also now targeting Lenovo, Sony and Acer in new cases, says
mathematical equations in its patents form the basis of Wi-Fi technology used in
a whole slew of technology products including smartphones, laptops, routers and
games consoles

There will be several negative outcomes within the voluntary standards
community of perceived pressure on standards organizations to adopt mandatory
ex ante disclosure of terms and conditions for maximum royalties for essential
patents.
If ex ante mandatory maximum terms and conditions are newly adopted in a standards
organization with a legacy RAND patent policy some companies who had previously
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made a RAND statement for their essential patents [but who do not actively pursue
licensing (only using their essential patents for defensive purposes)] will state a
maximum royalty number because one has been asked for and will begin to seek royalty
income for that royalty following approval of the standard.
In a 2006 Studyxvi Anne Layne-Farrar, A. Jorge Padilla and Richard Schmalensee find
that:
under any approach, patents covering “essential” technologies with a
greater contribution to the value of the standard and without close
substitutes before the standard gets adopted should receive higher royalty
payments after the adoption of the standard.

The move to mandate disclosure of a maximum royalty rate by a consensus standards
organization may lead to the standards work of that organization leaving it and moving
to a different standards developing organization without the similar requirement or to a
consortia with a self contained patent policy.

Rarely is a single essential patent subject of a license between a patent owner
and licensee … or is a particular term in a license such as “royalty” more
important than some other term such as reciprocity or cross licensing.

Thus requiring the holder of essential patent to disclose the maximum royalty that will
be charged will force the holder to make an assessment of just one aspect of what a
license may entail. In some respects requesting a maximum royalty is similar to asking
for a “first bid” of the royalty term that may ultimately be agreed in practice in a bilateral
negotiation. In practice a license may include many varied terms and conditions.
Michele Herman points this out in clearly in Negotiating Standards-Related Patent
Licenses: How the Deal Is Donexvii
Patent licenses include a multiplicity of interdependent terms and conditions. The
trade-offs made among these terms and conditions depend upon the respective
goals of the patentee and licensee, as well as the strength of their respective
portfolios. There are even more interrelated terms and conditions when a patent
license is part of a larger business deal between the parties.
As such, the fact that some of the patents may contain essential patent claims
subject to RAND or RAND-RF terms rarely comes into play as part of the
negotiation in the context of the business deal. In recent years, however, when
the patentee and an infringer have been unable to reach an agreement, one or
both parties may consider when standardized technology is part of the relevant
portfolios. If it is, a patentee may use the fact to argue that its portfolio must be
licensed in order for the infringer to participate in the relevant market. Meanwhile
the infringer may try to ascertain whether or not any of the patents are or should
have been subject to a RAND or RANDRF license commitment to either argue
that the value of the portfolio should be less or that the patentee has violated the
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relevant patent policy, its licensing commitments, or both, and, consequently, is
estopped from asserting such patents under a variety of legal and equitable
theories.
… Prospective licensees who plan to commercialize the standardized technology
generally do not want a license only to essential claims, but rather to all of the
patent claims that their commercial implementations infringe

Nature of a RAND assurance
The reasonable and non discriminatory assurance (RAND) promise the holder of
an essential patent makes to comply with the requirement of the patent policy of
many standards developers is ambiguous and intentionally so. It is that
flexibility that is its strength.
As Damien Neven and Miguel de la Mano state in Economics at DG Competition
2009–2010:
Quite intentionally, FRAND terms do not specify a concrete royalty rate. It is very
difficult to agree on specific licensing terms ex-ante because of the nature of IP
rights negotiations: Very little is known about how the market will develop in the
future and what is going to be the value of each patent portfolio. Such price
negotiations may enhance the risk that technology adopters will coordinate their
conduct to extract excessively favorable terms from IPR holders. FRAND is a
compromise that balances the incentives of potential licensees and licensors to
achieve an efficient adoption and rate of innovation. The former seek protection
from becoming dependent on a particular licensor; the later cannot commit exante to offer specific conditions before the future value of their technology is
revealed. FRAND allows for the flexibility that is needed to unblock the
standardization process and eventually adopt a standard. FRAND terms naturally
vary across players and technologies.
From the perspective of antitrust policy, the built-in ambiguity in the definition of
FRAND makes it difficult to identify the counter-factual for ‘reasonable’ licensing
terms that is needed to establish a FRAND violation. However, FRAND may
become an empty shell if it is not seen to impose certain constraints on parties in
the standard setting process. At the very least, certain obligations from the
FRAND commitment derive directly from the above interpretation that patent
holders that had committee to FRAND should not appropriate all the rent which
can be generated by a standardxviii

Similarly Damien Geradin, Anne Layne-Farrar, and A. Jorge Padilla report in a 2007
study that (compared to RAND approaches) ex ante auction models attempting to
assign fair values to the contributions of intellectual property compared to
values attributable to the standard itself do not produce the right outcomes from a
social welfare point of view.
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Swanson and Baumol have suggested that the concept of a 'reasonable' royalty
for purposes of RAND licensing must be defined and implemented by reference
to ex ante competition. In their opinion, a royalty should be deemed 'reasonable'
when it approximates the outcome of an ex ante auction process where IP
owners submit RAND commitments coupled with licensing terms and selection to
the standard is based on both technological merit and licensing terms .. . We find
that given the peculiar characteristics of some of the industries where
standardization takes place, in particular the many different business models
adopted by innovating companies in those industries, the ex ante auction
approach proposed by Swanson and Baumol may not always deliver the right
outcomes from a social welfare viewpoint xix
Geradin, Layne-Farrar and Padilla continue in this report that it is precisely the threat of
private lawsuits that specific offers of terms and conditions by a patent owner are NOT
reasonable and non discriminatory as well as the threat of action by the US
government that patent holders have strong incentives to live up to the RAND
commitments made during a standards setting process.
The absence of a precise, unambiguous test (that is, a test specifying necessary and
sufficient conditions) may be regarded as undesirable and seen with apprehension. First,
as explained by Lichtman (2007),84 it is precisely its vagueness what makes RAND
commitments such a powerful ex ante mechanism. Imprecise RAND commitments
promote competition among the implementers of a standard. Actual negotiations take
place bilaterally and confidentially, with public knowledge of the license offer no more
specific than that it will be reasonable and fair. Each firm seeking a license has therefore
strong incentives to negotiate the best terms it can win from the patent holder, so that its
downstream operations acquire a competitive edge compared to other implementers.
The RAND commitment then provides a backstop for this competitive process, enabling
licensees to bring private lawsuits in the event that a patent holder is perceived as
violating the commitment. With the threat of court imposed royalty terms (likely to be
stringent, just as the US Federal Trade Commission imposed in the recent Rambus
case85), patent holders have strong incentives to live up to their RAND commitment.
When viewed in this light, a vague RAND commitment can be seen as fostering
xx
competition, contrary to the claims of ex ante auction proponents.

In the table below GTW Associates presents in the left column text from the DOJ
& FTC 2007 report ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS: Promoting Innovation and Competition concerning AGENCY POLICY
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT ANTITRUST CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH EX ANTE
LICENSING NEGOTIATIONS
In the right column GTW presents observations of the marketplace reactions to the
policy conclusions of 2007 with implications for policy actions in 2011

GTW Associates Observations on the 2007 A G E N C Y P O L I C Y
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT ANTITRUST CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH EX ANTE
LICENSING NEGOTIATIONS
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Excerpted from pages 53 though 56 concerning standards ANTITRUST
ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: Promoting Innovation
and Competitionxxi ISSUED
VI. A G E N C Y P O L I C Y CONCLUSIONS ABOUT ANTITRUST CONCERNS
ASSOCIATED WITH EX ANTE LICENSING NEGOTIATIONS

Section of DOJ & FTC Report containing
policy conclusion

Some SSOs, and their participants,
have hesitated to allow the question of
price to be part of the formal standard
setting process in any form. They have
allowed neither ex ante unilateral
announcements of licensing terms by
firms that own the protected technology
nor joint discussions about licensing
terms between these firms and the SSO
members.109
To the extent such prohibitions are based
on concerns about per se illegality of ex
ante agreements on licensing terms, they
fail to account for the pro competitive
reasons SSO members have to broaden
ex ante competition between technologies
beyond the traditional selection criteria,
such as technical merit.110 Such ex ante
knowledge about licensing terms could
help mitigate hold up that is not resolved in
the first instance by the existence of SSO
rules requiring disclosure of IP or by
requirements that SSO members license
on RAND terms. Because of the strong
potential for pro competitive benefits, the
Agencies will evaluate joint ex ante
activity to establish licensing terms under
the rule of reason. The Agencies’ general
approach to these issues is outlined
below.

First, an IP holder’s voluntary and
unilateral disclosure of its licensing terms,
including its royalty rate, is not a collective
act subject to review under section 1 of the
Sherman Act. Further, a unilateral

GTW Observation

Standards organizations take great care
creating and following procedures to
minimize the prospect of ANY litigation.
Litigation can be of private or government
origin. Litigation is an expensive and
undesirable activity for a standards
organization

If a standards organization’s activity to
establish licensing terms is being
evaluated AT ALL by anyone capable of
suing the organization it is only a matter
of degree of problem whether the
analysis be by rule of reason or by per se.

Participants in ANSI accredited standards
setting have long had and availed
themselves of the option described in
sentence one outside of the formal
standards process.
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announcement of a price before “selling”
the technology to the standard setting body
(without more) cannot be exclusionary
conduct and therefore cannot violate
section 2.

They have also had the opportunity to
make a declaration consistent with the
patent policy and procedures of the
standards developer in which they are
participating.
Further they can make whatever
voluntary and unilateral disclosure they
want outside of that standards process of
specific licensing terms.
However disclosure of terms and
conditions WITHIN the standards
development context are more rare. An
example of such a voluntary disclosure
of terms and conditions including a royalty
WITHIN the standards development
context is the letter of Assurance
requesting a 5% royalty made by Visible
Assets Inc. on September 20, 2008xxii
IEEE requested a business review letter from
the Antitrust Division expressing its
enforcement intentions regarding its proposed
patent policy xxiii that would give holders of
patents essential to IEEE standards the option
of publicly committing to the most restrictive
licensing terms they would offer xxiv It is
noteworthy that the Visible Assets Inc . LOA in
2008 is the single such voluntary disclosure of
a specific royalty term through 2011
following adoption of the IEEE policy allowing
such voluntary disclosures in 2007.

Second, bilateral ex ante negotiations
about licensing terms that take place
between an individual SSO member and
an individual intellectual property holder
(without more) outside the auspices of the
SSO also are unlikely to require any
special antitrust scrutiny because IP rights
holders are merely negotiating terms with
individual buyers.112

This is the “normal process when there is
an essential patent in an ANSI accredited
standards setting. That is negotiations are
bilateral and are conducted outside the
standards organization. This is the same
process that would apply ex post.

Third, per se condemnation is not
warranted for joint SSO activities that
mitigate hold up and that take place before
deciding which technology to include in a
standard.113 Rather, the Agencies will
apply the rule of reason when evaluating
joint activities that mitigate hold up by
allowing the “buyers” (members of the
SSO who are potential licensees of the

It is not common that standards
developers allow “buyers” (members of
the SSO who are potential licensees of the
standard) to negotiate terms with the
“sellers” ( rival IP holders) One reason is
because the practical world does not work
the way these words anticipate it might.
There are members of a standards
developing organization but these are not
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standard) to negotiate licensing terms with
the “sellers” (the rival IP holders) before
competition among the technologies ends
and potentially confers market power (or
additional market power) on the holder of
the chosen technology. Such joint activities
could take various forms, including joint ex
ante licensing negotiations or an SSO rule
that requires intellectual property holders
to announce their intended (or
maximum)114 licensing terms for
technologies being considered for adoption
in a standard. The Department recently
analyzed an SSO’s proposal to require
member firms to disclose their intended
most restrictive licensing terms for patents
essential to a standard. Pursuant to the
rule of reason, the Department concluded
that it would not take enforcement action if
the policy were adopted because the policy
preserved competition between
technologies during the standard-setting
process.115

typically licensees of the “standard.” They
are potential licensees of a patent holder.
It is the rare case when there are rival
competing IP holders. A more likely
situation to occur would be when a group
of buyers is unhappy with a proposed
offer of a maximum royalty rate that may
have been made by an owner of an
essential patent.
The SSO mentioned in the Agencies’
description to the left described such a
situation. The SSO had requested and
received a business review letter of its
proposed policy to require patent holders
to disclose their intended most restrictive
licensing terms for patents essential to a
standardxxv. An objection to certain terms
of a proposed contract had been raised
and after SDO staff discussion with the
submitter and a mutual finding the
provisions might be determined as "unfair,
unreasonable, and discriminatory" the
patent holder reconsidered, and submitted
a revised sample contract without the
offending provisionsxxvi
Public transparency of such disclosure of
maximum terms outside the membership
of the standards organization becomes an
interesting question. This SSO takes the
position that such disclosures are intended
for the benefit of members only and that
the staff have a fiduciary duty only to the
membersxxvii and therefore the disclosures
are not made public.

If intellectual property holders turn joint ex
ante licensing discussions into a sham to
cover up naked agreements on the
licensing terms each IP holder will offer the
SSO, per se condemnation of such
agreements among “sellers” of IP rights
may be warranted. Similarly, ex ante
discussion of licensing terms within the
standard-setting process may provide an
opportunity for SSO members to reach
side price-fixing agreements that are per
se illegal. The Agencies will almost
certainly treat as per se illegal any effort by
manufacturing rivals to fix the price of the

Standards organizations take great care
creating and following procedures to
minimize the prospect of ANY litigation.
Ex Ante multilateral licensing negotiations
are rarely if ever sponsored by standards
developing organizations
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standardized products they “sell” instead of
discussing the price of the terms on which
they will “buy” a technology input that is
needed to comply with the standard.
However, such risks are not sufficient to
condemn all multilateral ex ante licensing
negotiations, particularly given the fact that
“[t]hose developing standards already have
extensive experience managing this
risk.”116
The Agencies do not suggest that SSOs
are required to sponsor such discussions
during the standard-setting process.
Concerns about legitimate licensing
discussions spilling over into dangerous
antitrust territory may dissuade some
groups from conducting them in the first
place. Moreover, it is fully within the
legitimate purview of each SSO and its
members to conclude that ex ante
licensing discussions are unproductive or
too time consuming or costly.117 An SSO
may also fear that requiring ex ante
commitments to licensing terms would
deter some IP holders from participating in
the standard-setting process, depriving the
standard-setting process of the expertise
of those IP holders.

It is IMPORTANT that the Agencies do not
suggest that standards developing
organizations are required to sponsor such
[ex ante] discussions during the standardsetting process. The agencies must
remain agnostic with regard to the range of
legal procedures so as to allow the
diversity of the US standards system to
continue to contribute to the international
competitiveness of the United States in the
global economy.

The Agencies take no position as to
whether SSOs should engage in joint ex
ante discussion of licensing terms but
recognize that joint ex ante activity to
establish licensing terms as part of the
standard-setting process will not warrant
per se condemnation. Such activity might
mitigate the potential for IP holders to hold
up those seeking to use a standard by
demanding licensing terms greater than
they would have received before their
proprietary technology was included in the
standard. Given the strong potential for
precompetitive benefits, the Agencies will
evaluate join ex ante negotiation of
licensing term pursuant to the rule of
reason.

It is IMPORTANT that the AGENCIES
continue to take no position whether
standards organizations should engage in
joint ex ante discussion of licensing terms .
The agencies must remain agnostic with
regard to the range of legal procedures
available to standards developers so as to
allow the diversity of the US standards
system to continue to contribute to the
international competitiveness of the United
States in the global economy.

If a standards organization’s activity to
establish licensing terms is being
evaluated AT ALL by anyone capable of
suing the organization it is only a matter
of degree of problem whether the
analysis be by rule of reason or by per se.
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Clarity and transparency of patent policies, procedures and the operations there
of mitigates problems due to misunderstandings of the expectations of the
policies and procedures.
In comments to the FTC in 2002xxviii GTW Associates stated:

Since 2002 there has been considerable progress in consensus about the
appropriate “content” of text of patent policies depending upon the varying objective of
the standards developing organization. Different objectives lead to different patent policy
text. Many patent policies of standards developing organizations have undergone
great changes and improvement since 2002. The ABA Standards Development Patent
Policy Manualxxix is a treasure trove reference to the legal advisor or staff to standards
organization creating a standards organization’s patent policy.
For example in a 2006 analysis whether the earlier JEDEC procedures created a
legally enforceable duty to disclosure certain information, a Special Master stated:
Based on the Special Master’s independent review of JEDEC’s policy, the
Special Master concludes that it did not create a legally enforceable duty that
required Rambus to disclose its pending and/or planned patent applications to
JEDEC or its members. The Special Master further concludes that, in the
absence of such a duty, any omission or failure by Rambus to disclosure this
information cannot as a matter of law constitute fraudulent concealment under
Virginia law.
As a final point, the special master considers Micron’s assertions that a legally
enforceable duty to discloser arose from the expectations attendant upon the
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relationship between JEDEC members. The special Master concludes that this
theory of “implied contract” is inapplicable in the face of written JEDEC policyxxx”
The common thread in 2002 and 2011 is the importance of openness and transparency.
NIST’s observed the common thread in 2011 (consistent from 2002) in its observations
on the responses to the December 8 RFI on Federal Agency Participation in
Standardization Activities in Select Technology Areas:
IPR policies of SSOs should be easily accessible and the rules governing the
disclosure and licensing of IPR should be clear and unambiguousxxxi.
There remain gaps to close in regard to the availability of patent polices and of
disclosures of relevant and essential patents and of letters of assurance to license such
relevant patent claims and when relevant the licensing terms.

Part II International trade concerns may arise when foreign
officials take notice of FTC actions in this regard.
FTC activities about hold up in standards setting in the US will have trade
implications by influencing the thinking of competition, trade, standards,
commerce and procurement officials in many foreign economies competitive to
US producers.
Foreign officials monitor US regulatory and procurement practice for important high
value intellectual property based economic sectors in the United States. Intellectual
Property rights policies applicable to standards setting arise in diverse settings.
For example IP polices may appear in competition policy or procurement policy or
intellectual property rights policy or trade policy. Intellectual property rights policies
applicable to different sectors may arise in different settings at the same time and there
may be little or no coordination between the disparate foreign agencies if there are more
than one. .
Often there are National strategic policy objectives implemented though diverse
vehicles including standards patent policy.
China and India specifically will scrutinize the comments submitted to and the proposals
forthcoming from and conclusions drawn in the FTC Request for Comments and
Announcement of Workshop on Standard-Setting Issuesxxxii
FTC should anticipate its findings and conclusions based upon conditions in the United
States with substantial legal resources will appear in other countries and may be used
to justify many different and sometimes conflicting agendas.
China
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Consider events in China since HILL B. WELLFORD Counsel to the Assistant Attorney
General Antitrust Division U.S. Department of Justice addressed the China
Electronics Standardization Institute Beijing, China in March 2007
ANTITRUST ISSUES IN STANDARD SETTINGxxxiii
He cautioned a limited role for government intervention:
IV. Conclusion
There is a role for antitrust enforcers to play in the development of efficient
standard setting models, but given the potential importance of this area to
dynamic efficiency and long-term consumer welfare, it is a role we should play
with great caution. Inefficient rules and policies, particularly ones that become
inefficient over time, are nearly inevitable in this area. When inefficient rules are
imposed by private SDOs, there are a number of safety valves available; for
example, businesses can choose not to participate in standard setting or can
form competing SDOs or otherwise contract around the problem. When an
unsound rule is proposed by a government enforcer, however, there is often no
way to contract around it, and worse, there may be no way to conduct a natural
experiment without the rule that can help prove it should be abandoned.
As we consider the challenges and proposed solutions within standard setting,
we should keep in mind the power of markets to self-correct. We should keep
long-term efficiency as our goal. We should react when we identify actual
anticompetitive effects, but we should not overreact to the inevitable short-term
missteps – or perceived missteps – that SDOs and businesses will make. And
we should take comfort that with the speed of technological change in today's
global economy, the short term and long term are increasingly converging. It is
no longer so true that, in the quote attributed to a famous economist, "In the long
term, we are all dead." Today's long term is something we will all live to
experience; increasingly, it is right around the corner. I look forward to seeing
you therexxxiv.
Yet in late 2009 and 2010 China proposed patent policies and procedures that had
much to do with the Indigenous Innovation national policyxxxv of China and did not meet
Wellford’s admonition for caution by government and the positive role for market self
correction.
Instead in November, 2009, The Standards Administration of China (SAC)xxxvi issued
Proposed Regulations for the Administration of the Formulation and Revision of PatentInvolving National Standards and requested public comments The SAC patent policy
proposal as worded was out of synch with the patent policies of international
standards setting organisations
For example, Article 9 within Chapter III Statement on Licensing of Patent Rights
contained a description of a patentee’s irrevocable written statement on patent
licensing. This statement was intended to be collected when a patent is required to
implement a national standard:
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(1) The patentee agrees to license, on a reasonable and nondiscriminatory basis,
any organization and person to implement the patent when implementing the
national standard at a price significantly lower than the normal royalties;
Gratefully this proposal by Standards Administration of Standards in China has been
postponed due to the many international comments forthcoming around the world
including those of the IPR working group of the Joint Commission on China and Trade
(JCCT) co-chaired by the Secretary of Commence and USTR. GTW commented in an
Intellectual Property -Watchxxxvii Inside Views articlexxxviii
The SAC patent policy proposal includes too many unnecessary and damaging
restrictions on an IPR owner’s ability to monetise and receive a fair and reasonable
return on its investment (Article 9) combined with the broad threats of compulsory
licensing in Articles 12, 13, and 14. Such provisions upset the delicate balance that must
be achieved among the stakeholders in a modern global standards setting process in
order to efficiently develop standards employing the most advanced technologies that
achieve reasonable implementation costs.

Officials at SAC and no the doubt State Intellectual Property Rights Office, the State
Administration for Industry & Commerce or the Antimonopoly Commission and the
National Copyright Administration will monitor the work of FTC and how it may support
their own efforts.
In Spring the 2010 the CNIS followed SAC with a second proposal. A second Inside
View paper xxxix called attention to the extraordinary level of detail the China National
Institute of Standardization (CNIS)xl - created in form A.3: Patent Licensing Declaration
Form proposed to be used to collect information about essential patents.
The form proposed by CNIS regrettably requested an onerous amount of
information regarding patents and published/unpublished patent applications far
beyond the forms used by comparable standards bodies. This may have
produced the net effect of discouraging patent holders from disclosure or being
able to comply at all
Brazil
Among other requirements the document states at Brazil has implemented an The ePING architecture - Interoperability Standards for Electronic Government – defining a
minimum set of assumptions, policies and specifications governing the use of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the federal government,
establishing the conditions of interaction with the other branches and spheres of
government and society in generalxli. Within this infrastructure a Reference Document
of the e-PING: e-PING Electronic Government Interoperability Standardsxlii
Among other requirements the document states on page 8:
In the ambit of the entities aforementioned, are obligatory the specifications
contained in the e- PING for:
• all new information systems, which will come to be developed and deployed in
the federal government and fall within the scope of interaction, within the federal
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government and with the general society;
• legacy information systems, which are subject to implementation that involves
the provision of services of electronic government or interaction between
systems;
• other systems, which are part of the objectives of making available the
electronic government services.

3.1. Preferential Adoption of Open Standards
The e-PING defines that, always that possible, open standards will be adopted in
the technical specifications. Proprietary standards are accepted, in transitory
way, maintaining the perspectives of replacement, as soon as there are
conditions for its migration. With no prejudice to such aims, there will be
respected the situations in which there is the need of consideration of
security requirements and information integrity.

Open Standard:
I - enables the interoperability between several applications and platforms,
internal and external;
II - enables application without any restriction or fee payment;
III - can be fully and independently implemented by multiple suppliers of
computer programs, in multiple platforms, with no charge relating to
intellectual property for the necessary technology.

South Africa
South Africa has adoptedxliii a Minimum InterOperability Standard for information

system in government (MIOS) The MISO Version 4 document states :
For the purposes of the MIOS, a standard shall be considered open if it
meets all of these criteria. There are standards which we are obliged to adopt
for pragmatic reasons which do not full conform to being fully open in all
respects. In such cases where an open standard does not yet exist, the degree
of openness shall be taken in to account when selecting an appropriate
standard :
-It should be maintained by a non-commercial organisation
– Participation in the ongoing development work is based on decision-making
processes that are open to all interested parties
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– Open access: all may access committee documents, drafts and completed
standards free of cost or for a negligible fee
– It must be possible for everyone to copy, distribute and use the standard free of
cost
– The intellectual rights required to implement the standard (e.g. essential patent
claims) are irrevocably available, without any royalties attached
– There are no reservations regarding reuse of the standard
– There are multiple implementations of the standard.

India
India has adopted a policy on open standards for egovernment xliv The Policy on Open
Standards for e-Governance states::
4.1.2 The Patent claims necessary to implement the Identified Standard shall
be made available on a Royalty-Free basis for the life time of the Standard.
And
Royalty-Free (RF) A Royalty Free (RF) Standard is a Standard whose license I
not conditioned on any payment of royalties, fees and other monetary
considerations on its use in an implementation. The RF License is also subject to
the following conditions:
a. It shall be available worldwide on non-exclusive basis for the life
time of the standard.

FTC should Anticipate Foreign Use of FTC reports and decisions from this Project
No. P11-1204 to the global competitive advantage of foreign countries and
should mitigate against this risk through close interagency coordination with
trade agencies.
FTC’s words based on conditions and experiences in the United States with the
substantial legal resources in the US will be contemplated in and used in other
countries without those substantial resources to justify their own political and
economic motivations. Some of these actions based on history will be contrary to US
competitive national interests.
These strategies and motivations in other countries may have nothing to do with the
competition and antitrust concerns of FTC yet FTC actions may play an
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unanticipated role if not great care is taken to contemplate the international trade
implications of the domestic topics under consideration.
For example GTW applauds the vision and leadership at FTC and DOJ exemplified by
the July 27 DOJ & FTC Memorandum with China:
The framework for cooperation between the U.S. antitrust agencies and the PRC
antimonopoly agencies is composed of two parts: the first is the joint dialogue
among all parties to this Memorandum on competition policy at the senior official
level (the “joint dialogue”) and the second is communication and cooperation on
competition law enforcement and policy between individual U.S. antitrust
agencies and PRC antimonopoly agencies.xlv
and Assistant Attorney General Christine Varney’s remarks on the occasion of the
signing of the memoranda:
Trust with the business community will be built by continuing to demonstrate to
them that our enforcement decisions are based on the application of clear and
transparent procedural and substantive rules and are taken for the sole purpose
of achieving the objectives of our competition laws. xlvi
However this is a prime example of necessary further critical coordination within the US
government required for interests of US national trade policy with respect to China’s
policies on indigenous innovation in general and policies on intellectual property rights in
standards setting specifically. FTC’s and DOJ’s work specifically in the execution of
this memorandum and the work and policy reports and recommendations from this
Project No. P11-1204 on patent hold up in standards setting within the US must be
shared and coordinated with the IPR working group JCCT which commented on the
China patent policies in standards setting as mentioned above.
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Appendix One

Pricing Patents for Licensing in Standard Setting
Organisations: Making Sense of FRAND Commitments
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=937930
Anne Layne-Farrar
LECG Consulting
A. Jorge Padilla
LECG Consulting, CEMFI Madrid, CEPR London
Richard Schmalensee
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
November 2006

Abstract: We explore potential methods for assessing whether licensing terms for
intellectual property declared essential within a standard setting organization can be
considered fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory (FRAND). We first consider
extending Georgia-Pacific to a standard setting context. We then evaluate numeric
proportionality, which is modelled after certain patent pool arrangements and which has
been proposed in a pending FRAND antitrust suit. We then turn to two economic models
with potential. The first—the efficient component-pricing rule (ECPR)—is based on the
economic concept of market competition. The second—the Shapley value method—is
based on cooperative game theory models and social concepts for a fair division of
rents. Interestingly, these two distinct methods suggest a similar benchmark for
evaluating FRAND licenses, but ones which might appeal differently to the courts
and competition authorities in the US as compared to Europe. We find that under any
approach, patents covering “essential” technologies with a greater contribution to the
value of the standard and without close substitutes before the standard gets adopted
should receive higher royalty payments after the adoption of the standard.

We wish to thank Damien Geradin, Mike Hartogs, Doug Lichtman, Alison Oldale, Trevor
Soames and Richard Taffet for comments and suggestions. We also thank Melissa
DiBella and Lubomira Ivanova for invaluable research support. Financial support from
Qualcomm is also gratefully acknowledged. The ideas and opinions in this paper are
exclusively our own. Comments should be sent to alayne-farrar@lecg.com,
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Appendix Two
The Ex Ante Auction Model for the Control of Market Power in Standard Setting
Organizations

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=937930
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Damien Geradin
Tilburg University - Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC); University of Michigan
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A. Jorge Padilla
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Abstract:
RAND commitments — i.e., promises to license on reasonable and non-discriminatory
terms — play a key role in standard setting processes. However, the usefulness of those
commitments has recently been questioned. The problem allegedly lies in the absence
of a generally agreed test to determine whether a particular license satisfies a RAND
commitment. Swanson and Baumol have suggested that the concept of a 'reasonable'
royalty for purposes of RAND licensing must be defined and implemented by reference
to ex ante competition. In their opinion, a royalty should be deemed reasonable when it
approximates the outcome of an ex ante auction process where IP owners submit RAND
commitments coupled with licensing terms and selection to the standard is based on
both technological merit and licensing terms. In this paper we investigate whether the ex
ante auction approach proposed by Swanson and Baumol is likely to deliver efficient
outcomes, both from static and dynamic standpoints. We find that given the peculiar
characteristics of some of the industries where standardization takes place, in particular
the many different business models adopted by innovating companies in those
industries, the ex ante auction approach proposed by Swanson and Baumol may not
always deliver the right outcomes from a social welfare viewpoint.
Number of Pages in PDF File: 33
Keywords: RAND, Licensing, Ex Ante Auctions, Reasonable Royalties
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